Spring is Here!

Servant Lapel Pin
As the church year winds down, so do many of the Bible study classes that were
begun either in the fall or after Christmas. A great gift idea for those who have
completed a study is a Crossways International® (CI) lapel pin, which displays
the ‘Servant King’. A pin is also a neat way to display your support of CI’s
mission and initiate discussion.
Certificates of completion are also available. Paired with a CI certificate of completion, leaders
can express their excitement and sense of accomplishment for those who have finished a course.
It is a great graduation or confirmation gift, too! See our web-site for more information!
Item #2052; $1.25 each.

**************************************************************
The Biblical Tell-Tale Time-Line app is a road map for
travel through the Scriptures' unfolding narrative, and serves as
the basic foundation for all of Crossways International's Bible
overview courses. Twenty-two frames with explanatory notes
covering the stories of creation, the patriarchs, exodus, judges,
kings, prophets, and more!
$9.99 – For the app
Item # 4710 $5.50 for laminated version
This app also includes the powerful 8-frame witnessing tool,
The Divine Plan. It sums up the key points of God's plan of
salvation for humanity, with notes on each frame to explain its
message. Also as a stand-alone app for witnessing anywhere!
Cost: Free! For The Divine Plan app
Item #7003 $.75 for printed version
Apps are available from the App Store or Google Play

See Through the Scriptures®
The Bible can be daunting. How does the average person make
sense of it all?
See Through the Scriptures makes the Bible more accessible by
taking readers step-by-step through the entire biblical narrative
from Genesis to Revelation, putting everything in clear context.
With 44 full-color teaching graphics designed to help people grasp
and remember the key events and concepts of the Bible, students gain a new appreciation for
everything that preceded Jesus in order to more fully understand the deeper meaning of His ministry
and message of love and servanthood.
Student Package Item #3001, $16.95
Leader’s Package Item #3003, $29.50
STS Teaching Graphics CD Item #3039, $49.95 STS DVD Series Item #3030, $52.00
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The Divine Drama®
An intermediate-level course in two sections, to be
completed in 1 year. The first 16 units survey the
biblical narrative. The second 14 units examine the
themes and teachings that emerge in the narrative.
Student Package Item #2001, $29.95
DVD Set Item # 2030, $120.00
Leader’s Package Item #2003, $44.00 (includes student package and leader materials)
Class Package Item#2096, $316.95 (includes materials for 10 students plus additional
resources)
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Graduation and Confirmation Celebrations
are Around the Corner!
During this busy time of year we can help with your giftgiving—give a Crossways International® gift certificate! This
is a quick and easy way to show you care about others and
commend them for their accomplishments.
A graduate or confirmand can pick their own gift from
hundreds of options, like a t-shirt (which comes in a variety
of colors), a new Bible, a book recommended by Dr. Wendt, a handy tote bag, a
DVD, or a favorite study course. These also make great birthday or anniversary gifts
at any time of the year! The certificates come in multiple denominations. You may
order from our website, or give us a call and we can send it directly to the recipient,
with an attached note from you, to anywhere around the world!

